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Wander through the pages of this new issue of Focus
on Zinc, where you will discover pertinent, meaningful architecture illustrating the wide range of applications for zinc.
Whether a museum, a church, commercial buildings,
collective or private housing: all the projects published in this issue demonstrate the firm intentions of
designers who are increasingly choosing our material
for its extraordinary adaptability. At the same time, the
wide diversity of programmes also demonstrates how
VMZINC® solutions and surface aspects contribute to
shaping the identity of the buildings.
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In some contexts, zinc is used to strengthen the qualities of vernacular architecture, in others, to play on
contrasts, to create metaphors and enable contextual
insertion, or in others again, to enhance buildings and
give them a certain vibrancy. Such an array of examples could be a useful source of inspiration for your
future projects.
As you will see, our magazine has been entirely reinterpreted. Its new streamlined layout contains fewer
pictures of complete buildings, but instead features a
selection of photographs which better highlight the
use of zinc. Our latest innovation, an online magazine
with even more content, is also available should you
wish to discover the projects in more detail.
Enjoy your guided tour and the discoveries made.
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

From several
to a single one
In the port of Odense, culture is gradually replacing industry. The closure
of the shipyards in Denmark's third largest city is counterbalanced by the
growth of the commercial sector and the creation of focal points such
as North Atlantic House. This cultural centre is intended to be an open
door to the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland, three island nations
which were formerly part of the kingdom of Denmark and which are
depicted here by three separate buildings making up a virtual Nordic
village. Each entity is presented like a rock, evoking the rugged geological
formations of these subarctic territories. The anthracite zinc used to clad
all the volumes conveys the impression of a rugged monolithic mass.
The large windows on the ground floor create continuity between the
three parts of the programme, which is made up of exhibition areas,
conference rooms, a store that sells design products and a restaurant. The
tower houses 25 student accommodation units.
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The choice of materials actively contributes to the narrative: their
appearance is a metaphor for life in these extreme territories and the
relationship with nature. The concrete remains rough, natural Icelandic
driftwood is used on the lower parts of the facade. ANTHRA-ZINC® is a
direct reference to the darkened wood of certain Nordic houses. Shape
and material, more than imagery, are mobilised to develop a rich and
powerful imaginative universe.

Odense – Denmark / North Atlantic House / Architect(s):
Cornelius + Vöge ApS & Isager Arkitekter / Contractor: Persolit /
Technique: Cassettes / ANTHRA-ZINC® / 4,000 m²

PHOTOS: FOTOGRAF KIRSTINE MENGEL & ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY ADAM MØRK
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COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS

Shed 2.0
The Vitoria-Gasteiz tram network maintenance centre

The architects genuinely wanted to place natural light

shares the same architectural quality as the lines it

at the centre of the project and developed a highly

serves. Located in a residential area, this industrial

sophisticated version of this system. The north-facing

facility was designed to blend harmoniously with its

roof windows, which are aligned with the naves of the

surroundings. The architects chose zinc because they

main hall, continue down onto the facade, blending

considered it to be more prestigious than the metal

perfectly with the QUARTZ-ZINC® walls. The beautifully

cladding usually used in this type of programme. The

designed windows lighten the mass of the building.

flexibility and ductility of zinc made it suitable for the

During the day, they provide crystalline lighting. At

folded features designed for the envelope, providing

night, they project the light from within the building

an elegant texture and discreet visual vibrancy.

to the outside. This system could be used again for the

The generous surface area of the plot allowed the
entire maintenance centre to be built on one level.
Apart from the office area, the entire facility is laid out
on the ground floor. The maintenance sheds are lit by a
series of shed roofs, a natural overhead lighting system
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which was one of the main symbols of industrial

extension to the centre, which is scheduled at a later
date on the same plot.
Vitoria Gasteiz - Spain / Vitoria-Gasteiz
tram network maintenance warehouse /
Architect(s): IDOM-ACXT Architects / Contractor:
Quinta Metálica / Technique: VMZ Standing
seam / QUARTZ-ZINC® / 6,450 m2

architecture prior to the introduction of artificial lighting.
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INDIVIDUAL HOUSING

Secret garden
The Myamyn house has two faces: on the street side

The chief Historic Monuments architect approved

it is a Victorian house built in 1880 that is perfectly

the project with its strong zinc component – or

integrated into this late 19th-century residential

thanks to it! Although the house combines several

neighbourhood in the Melbourne suburbs. On the

materials – stone, cement panel, zinc – the dominant

garden side, it is a highly contemporary house

element is without doubt metal. The sombre colour

featuring all the codes of modernist architecture:

of the dark grey zinc creates a counterpoint to the

continuity between the interior and the garden, a

existing building. Having already used zinc in several

glass wall alternating with opaque volumes that

projects, Nicholas Murray knew the material well.

are aerated like sculptures. Although hidden from

Here he chose to use ANTHRA-ZINC® using a layout

passers-by, this modern universe is apparent to

plan alternating vertical and inclined standing seam.

anyone crossing the threshold to enter the historic

Even though it is actually regular, the design seems

walls. When architect Nicholas Murray - who

arbitrary. It heightens the appearance of shadows

designed this house for his own family - bought

throughout the day, says Murray. The oblique joints

the plot, all that was on it was a building in a very

also respond to the opening of the suspended metal

bad state of repair, with practically just the walls

volume, triangulated to direct the gaze towards a

standing. This core was renovated and extended

Ginkgo in the garden…
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with a construction featuring small courtyards to
provide light and ventilation. A small ornamental
pool located in one of these recreates a miniature
pond landscape outside the living room.
In this case, as the client was also the designer, the
choice of a modern expression was uncontested!
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Melbourne, Victoria - Australia / Myamyn
street residence / Architect(s): Nicholas
Murray Architects / Contractor: Advanced
Metal Cladding / Technique: VMZ Standing
seam / ANTHRA-ZINC® / 100 m²

PHOTOS: BEN WRIGLEY
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COLLECTIVE HOUSING

A village
in a building
Just a stone's throw from the historic centre of Saint-Malo, a leading
tourist destination in France's Brittany region, an apartment building has
just been built on land that had formerly been the site of a printing shop.
The innovative nature of the building is invisible from the main street:
in accordance with urban planning rules, Philippe Loyer's architecture
firm built a 6-storey building aligned with the road. Expert observers will
notice the broad terraces and houses on the roof, which on the rear
facade look like a series of huts in a terrace-like layout sloping up towards
the summit of the building. The recesses on each storey allow the sun
into the north-east facing apartments. With this building the architect reinterprets a system inherited from sanatoriums with terracing that were
popular among architects in the 1920s, before falling into oblivion.
Originally zinc was chosen to cover the entire hill-like building. At the
mayor's request, the metal was used solely for the roofing. Rather than
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dark grey zinc, whose colour is similar to that of the slate used on most
roofs in Saint Malo, QUARTZ-ZINC® was chosen because, according to
the architect, it blends better with the Brittany sky. Zinc was the perfect
solution to seal out the rain, which was a key issue given the orientation
of the building's roofs, some of which feature gables, while others feature
box gutters on the main facade. Zinc was also ideal for the large number of
terraces. “With these complex typologies, rainwater evacuation needs to
be tightly controlled. There can be no question of runoff overflowing onto
the neighbour's balcony below! The water is channelled groundwards
via a continuous network of gutters made entirely from zinc”, says
Philippe Loyer. The variations give a picturesque aspect to the north-east
facade, which the architect describes as modelled on the surrounding
environment. In a word: a building made up of beach huts!

Saint-Malo - France / Les Terrasses du Rocher / Architect(s):
Atelier Loyer / Contractor: Quemard Quessoy / Technique:
VMZ Standing seam / QUARTZ-ZINC® / 1,500 m²

PHOTOS: JEAN-FRANÇOIS MOLLIERE, PAUL KOZLOWSKI
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DRAWING: ATELIER LOYER
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Zinc gasometer
Liverpool Central Library and World Museum are housed

This gentle mockery does not take away from the

in impressive neoclassical buildings erected from 1851,

historic value of the building, which UNESCO classified as

rising like a Victorian steamboat in the city centre

a world heritage site. Confirmation of this classification

and listed class II on the Historic Monuments register.

necessitated very careful restoration, especially on the

Certain sections of the buildings were unfortunately

roof. The VMZINC® experts provided their skill right

damaged during the bombings of the Second World

from the outset of the restoration operation, helping

War. Some of these were rebuilt in the 1950s and

to recreate the original details of the roof. The 850 m²

extended in the 1970s.

of roofing were installed using standing seam and roll

In 2008, the city of Liverpool decided to remodel the

cap techniques.

library totally to make it more welcoming, bring it in

During the works phase, the dome and its central

line with modern comfort standards and adapt it for

oculus had to be completely covered with scaffolding

current use, as libraries are no longer simply a place to

featuring its own temporary canvas roof. The restoration

read but also to consult internet and other multimedia

work was carried out both outside the building and in

resources.

the reading room, where the ornaments were also

The wing of the museum that had been destroyed
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restored.

now boasts ultra modern buildings, but one of the
original jewels of the complex remains intact: the
Picton Reading Room, a circular room designed by the
architect Cornelius Sherlock, modelled on the reading
room of the British Museum. The cylindrical volume and
colonnade, covered with a zinc-clad dome, earned the

Liverpool – United Kingdom /
Liverpool Central Library / Architect(s):
Austin Smith Lord / Contractor: Bolton Sheet
Metal Roofing & Cladding (BSM) / Techniques:
VMZ Standing seam, VMZ Roll cap /
QUARTZ-ZINC® PLUS / 850 m²

Picton Reading Room the nickname of “Gasometer”.
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Under one roof
Built at the end of the 1940s near the centre of Toronto, the Regent
Park complex strictly followed one of the design principles laid down by
the modern movement: towers in the middle of a green space.
At the time, the complex provided transitional housing for migrants with
low incomes, as economic prosperity was likely to allow them to enter
the private housing market rapidly. The economic crisis knocked this
upward mobility on the head. Faced with the impoverishment of the
neighbourhood (70% of the population lives below the poverty line),
the city of Toronto launched a revitalisation programme for the site in
2005. Within 12 years, the population of the area should be mixed,
making it a dynamic part of the city.
The aquatic centre is a key element of this transformation. Designed like
a pavilion in a park, its strong architecture makes it stand out. The pools
are surrounded by a glass wall that opens onto the exterior – a common
system in Europe, but rare in North America, say the architects. But
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what gives the centre its identity is its roof. A black envelope of charcoal
zinc with varying thicknesses covers the pools. A skylight splits it down
the middle, providing natural light at the heart of the building. The
envelope was made using cassettes with three different dimensions
and depths - 300, 450 and 600 mm wide with depths of 50, 76 and 30
millimetres respectively. The underside of the roof is clad in timber. The
roofing complex, which is less thick over the entrance, becomes thicker
over the swimming areas. It incorporates the ventilation and heating
systems that are powered by a nearby urban heating station. Part of
the roof is green.

Toronto - Canada / Regent Park Aquatic Centre / Architect(s):
Maclennan Jaunkalns Miller Architects / Contractor: Gage
Group of Companies / Technique: Dri-Design Panels (Marketed
in Europe under the VMZ Mozaik brand) / ANTHRA-ZINC® /
2,350 m²
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DRAWING: MACLENNAN JAUNKALNS MILLER ARCHITECTS, TORONTO, CANADA
PHOTOS: SHAI GIL FOTOGRAPHY
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INDIVIDUAL HOUSING

Contemporary and bucolic
The house built in the Walloon countryside by the LR

views. The retaining walls serve as a support for the

architecture firm for one of its associates complies

terrace.

with regional urban planning specifications, which
encourage “promoting contemporary buildings and
considering present-day designs as the heritage of
the future.”

The constructive techniques used are compatible with
the demands of sustainable development. Cellulose
wadding insulation was injected into the timber frame
walls. The envelope is made up of two recyclable

Despite these positive statements, the architects had

materials: zinc and Afzelia wood. Black preweathered

to justify their choices in order to obtain the building

ANTHRA-ZINC® creates a strong contrast with this

permit. Their explanations confirmed their carefully

timber cladding, ennobling the building’s appearance.

considered intentions, both in terms of integration

On the street side, standing seam cladding covers the

and constructive choices. The contemporary part is

facade. On the garden side, the architects created

built on the core of a small existing house, itself built

thick strips designing a frame for the extension which

on a retaining wall that counterbalances the steep

clearly distinguishes the new additions from the

slope of the plot. The contemporary extension is

existing limestone house.

aligned with the street in a narrow strip overlooking
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the road. The relationship with the street takes on a
dimension that the existing house, concealed below
road level, did not have. The volume of the extension
is closed on the street side and open on the south-

Hamois - Belgium / Private house /
Architect(s): LRARCHITECTES sprl / Contractor:
Toiture Lemineur / Techniques: VMZ Standing
seam, VMZ Composite / ANTHRA-ZINC® / 250 m²

facing garden side, overlooking pleasant landscape
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Back to the river
The city of Des Moines, Iowa, in the United States

reminiscent of the piers of a bridge or the bows of

has no shortage of river banks: the city was founded

a ship. These two entities function like the bow and

at the confluence of the Des Moines and Raccoon

stern of a single complex. The use of dark grey zinc

rivers. Three bridges on the city's flag depict the

made it possible to use the vernacular of industrial

strong presence of water. The Principal Riverwalk

metal construction. Its application is particularly subtle

project, initiated in 2006 in the form of a public-

on the pavilion of the café, which is closed onto the

private partnership, aimed to bring the city's residents

street and completely open onto the river. The sharp

back to the river. The project created by Substance

roof bends to become a wall with numerous louvers,

Architecture Studio located around the Court of Justice

oriented so as to create an open or closed facade,

Bridge is the culmination of this renewal project. It

according to the side from which the building is

includes a restaurant, two buildings housing hydraulic

approached. From the bridge, it looks like a closed

pumps and public facilities, such as an esplanade and

hull, a strong signal that makes passers-by want to

a cycle lane.

visit this place, which is the point of departure to

The new buildings frame the bridge like a door

rediscover the river landscape.

opening onto the river. They are divided into two
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parts: a stone base, high enough to resist flooding,
and a lightweight superstructure over the top. The
café (the starting point of the project) and the pump
station (added to the programme after the river

Des Moines, Iowa – United States / Principal
Riverwalk Pavilion and Pump Station /
Architect(s): Substance Architecture / Contractor:
Midwest Glazing / Technique: VMZ Standing
seam / ANTHRA-ZINC® PLUS / 650 m2

flooded in 2008) both feature a fluid, triangular layout
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Mysterious
footbridge
The Maritime Museum of Ílhavo was opened in 1937 on the initiative
of private investors. In 2001, it was renovated and extended by the
architects from the ARX studio, who were invited again in 2010 to
create a seawater aquarium for cod. This fish is often considered as
the main ingredient in Portuguese cooking and is a key part of the
country's culture, which explains the extension of the museum. It
could be considered as a local fish as the last remaining trawlers that
still fish cod in the northern seas are based in the Ílhavo region.
The cod in the aquarium come from Norway. The project marks the
museum's 75th anniversary and provides an opportunity to restructure
the entire site by connecting the three entities it comprises: the
museum itself, which is considered as a place of remembrance,
the aquarium dedicated to marine life and CIEMAR – the centre for
research on marine activities, located in a former school. The aquarium
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is housed in a white concrete cube isolated from the other buildings
and positioned to define a square. It links to the other buildings via
a striking connection: an overhead footbridge covered in dark grey
zinc, which creates an obvious contrast with the brickwork of the
extension. On the elevations, the building looks totally rectilinear. In
fact, it features two bends that make it a strange unit, made even
more mysterious by its opacity. The ANTHRA-ZINC® initiates a path
that continues through a network of ramps abandoning right angles
and winding in a spiral around the aquarium. Numerous mock-ups
were made prior to deciding on this pathway around the aquarium.
The technical components of the building are placed in the basement,
giving pride of pace to this scenography, which is all the more
spectacular as it emerges from the ground in an urban context made
up of small individual houses.

Ílhavo - Portugal / Extension of the Maritime Museum
of Ílhavo / Architect(s): ARX Portugal / Contractor: ASA
Revestimentos de Zinco e Cobre Lda / Technique: VMZ Flatlock
panel / ANTHRA-ZINC® / 1,500 m2

PHOTOS: FERNANDO GUERRA
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MOCK-UP: ARX PORTUGAL ARCHITECTS, LISBON
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

A shopping
village
OCT Harbour is a shopping centre concept rarely seen in the west. More
like a theme park or a universal expo site than a supermarket, the
complex is located on a 125 hectare site to the south of Shenzhen. The
general layout of OCT Harbour was designed by architects Laguarda
Low, who were also in charge of designing some of the shops. The
abundance of outdoor areas – including streets, small squares, and
bridges – is one of the most striking aspects of the project. Creating
pleasant spaces took priority over using every square metre of land for
profit. At the centre of the site, a vast landscaped area around a pond
is sometimes used to stage seafaring theatre depicting naval combats.
The architecture shifts between contemporary and traditional
constructions. The 20,000 m² of commercial surface area designed
by the Laguarda Low architects are not laid out in a single building
but spread out in a series of buildings recreating a venue resembling
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a fishing village, which is precisely what Shenzhen was until 1980.
Each construction is a unique and original element. The use of zinc
made it possible to unify the various pavilions. The grey colour
suits both the modern and traditional buildings. The metal skin of
QUARTZ-ZINC® installed on the facade blends harmoniously with
the wood – a material that illustrates the ecological qualities of the
complex – as well as with the grey bricks. The use of box gutters
eliminated the need for flashings, leaving pure volumes on the zinc
roofs. The standing seam technique was used as it is considered
more effective in terms of watertightness. The careful layout of the
materials reinforces the architectural quality of a site that aims to
become a major tourist destination.
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Shenzhen - China / OCT Harbour / Architect(s): Laguarda Low
Architects / Contractor: Shenzhen Yijia. Co. / Technique:
VMZ Standing seam / QUARTZ-ZINC® / 20,000 m2

PHOTOS: MARCEL LAM
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INDIVIDUAL HOUSING

Alpine energies
The Hofhaus house emerges without any compromise

cladding, which ages in an arbitrary manner. But he

from the green slopes of Büsserach, an agricultural

did want to use a lightweight cladding compatible

village in the Swiss canton of Solothurn, close to

with a ventilated facade system. From a distance,

the French and German borders. The chalet style is

the zinc makes the house look like a modern box.

nowhere to be seen in this project, which – although

Its preweathered aspect blends with the surrounding

it is actually more open than it first appears – seems

landscape: the owner thought the colour was similar

like a massive, opaque object. The architects designed

to that of roots of trees in woodland undergrowth,

a house in two parts: a ground floor located at a lower

a colour he describes as washed by nature. Zinc is

level than the plot, clad with stone and complete with

also used on the concrete walls in the garden, around

a pool that makes the exterior a natural extension

the edges of the pool and the library. For the owner,

of this ground floor space. The block housing the

this material contains trace elements that are vital for

bedrooms and the entrance is placed on this base, its

human life: it was therefore important that it should

cantilever protecting the exterior spaces of the ground

be used in various parts of the house.

floor. A light-filled atrium connects the two levels. The
principles of Feng Shui are applied in this house. The
addition of zinc on the facade is part of the materials
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chain - water, wood (on the floor) & metal – which is
part of the Feng Shui approach.
Zinc seemed the obvious choice. Firstly because

Büsserach – Switzerland / Private house /
Architect(s): WannerPartner Architekten GmbH /
Contractor: InduBau AG / Technique: VMZ Scales /
PIGMENTO® Brown / 325 m2

the architect was totally against the idea of timber
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Urban signal
Construction of the Agbar tower, designed by Jean Nouvel, gave the
starting signal in 2005 for the urban renewal of the Plaza de las Glorias
Catalanas in Barcelona. In 2013, the new « Mercat dels Encants »
replaced the old market located on the other side of the square. At the
end of 2014, the « Disseny Hub Barcelona » was inaugurated. A hybrid
project, both urban and architectural.
From the new building, which houses the design museum, visitors
will especially notice the central block of the museum, a four-storey
rock of QUARTZ-ZINC®, facing the sea on one side and the mountains
on the other, and which marks the end of Carrer Avila. This is just
the tip of the urban iceberg. The square surrounding the building,
which connects the Agbar tower and the new Dels Encants market,
is in fact the roof of some of the facilities rooms. Slanting skylights
allow natural light into the offices located under the square, which
have exterior views thanks to a staggered layout and a glass facade
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overlooking a pond that runs along the entire length of the building
on the rear side of the esplanade.
The block of the building is demonstrative. Its spectacular cantilever
floats above the Plaza de las Glorias Catalanas. It creates extra
exhibition space and transforms the public space into an urban square.
This is a key point as the nearby metro placed considerable limits on
any excavation. The hall and the entrance extend the public space and
are designed as transit areas. The grey colour of the cladding on the
facade minimizes the effect of the mass of the building. Zinc changes
in appearance over time, it has a uniform aspect that reveals its details
only when observed closely and it gives this urban giant a vibrant skin
that is legible on various scales.
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Barcelona - Spain / Disseny Hub Barcelona / Architect(s):
MBM ARQUITECTES (Martorell, Bohigas, Mackay, Capdevila,
Gual) / Contractor: ACIEROID / Technique: Flat lock panels /
QUARTZ-ZINC® / 4,500 m2

PHOTOS: MARTÍ LLORENS
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COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS

A broken monolith
Buildings constructed most recently are not necessarily

seams on the facade's cladding. The insertion of

those that are least exposed to the passage of time.

random volumes in PIGMENTO® Red provided another

This 1970s office building on the edge of Clermont-

means of “breaking” the monolith, which the

Ferrand is proof of this. Most commercial real estate

architects decided to handle as roughly as possible.

professionals would have readily agreed this complex

The south facade is equipped with a series of sun-

was nearly obsolete. As luck would have it, the

screens with sinuous vertical lines that the architects

French Pension Insurance and Occupational Health

compare to wild grass. Their undulating design gives

Institution (CARSAT), was seeking a single site for its

rhythm to the PIGMENTO® Green cladding of the side

various departments located throughout the city and

facades, also featuring the sway of the sun screens.

acquired this office building with the firm intention of

After renovation, the building's thermal label was

radically transforming it.

promoted from G to B for energy consumption and

The renovation work was managed by the CRR agency.
As well as ensuring compliance with current standards,

from E to A for greenhouse gas emissions, thereby
significantly improving its environmental profile.

this Clermont based firm literally metamorphosed the
existing building, symbolising the new image of the
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institution it now houses. The existing building was
thoroughly modernist with a series of horizontal lines
and a combination of concrete aprons and tinted glass.
The architects in charge of its renovation highlighted

Clermont-Ferrand - France / CARSAT /
Architect(s): Laurent Gauvin, CRR Associated
Architects / Contractor: Raimond SA, Duché
Couverture / Technique: VMZ Standing seam /
QUARTZ-ZINC®, PIGMENTO® Red, PIGMENTO®
Green / 5,730 m2

vertical lines, punctuated by the repetitive standing
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COLLECTIVE HOUSING

Fragmented renaissance
In the centre of Wrocław, the river Odra is home to

fragmentation. “The building's different parts are

Wyspa Piasek, which in Polish literally means island of

stacked up like slices of bread” jokes the architect.

sands. The island extends over 5 hectares of land and
is one of a group of 5 islands in an area of the city that
was once densely populated. Its many buildings were
destroyed in the last months of the Second World War
and only a few monuments survived the bombings
(gothic and baroque churches, the university library,
etc). Emptied of its residents, the island remains very
popular with the inhabitants of Wrocław who like to
go for walks there.

The architects are used to working with zinc and
decided from the outset to use ANTHRA-ZINC® with
brick. This combination of materials was best suited
to the historic context while at the same time adding
a touch of modernity. The majority of apartments
have windows on both sides. The bow-windows and
balconies are like small observatories connected to
the facade, providing panoramic side views given the
absence of buildings on either side. Zinc waterproofed

The building designed by the architects is the first

the buildings and the junctions between the metal

housing complex to be built on Wyspa Piasek in

and brick surfaces were fine-tuned on site using

50 years. It alternates large strips of brick and zinc,

technical solutions designed by the architect.

the architect's interpretation of the urban planning
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constraints, which require visual distinction of vertical
divisions and regulate the slope of roofs.
Marcin Dziewoński admits he overdid it with regard
to these requirements: alternating materials on
the facade and extending their separation to the

Wrocław - Poland / Wyspa Piasek Building /
Architect(s): Design studio +48 Dziewoński and
Łukaszewicz / Contractor: B&O International
Dariusz Kołodziej / Technique: VMZ Standing
seam / ANTHRA-ZINC® / 350 m2

ridge of the roofs accentuated the impression of
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

The hills of the swing
Golf is as popular as ever in Asia. South Korea is ranked

The 5,000 m² clubhouse meets this criterion, blending

among the world leaders of this sport, especially for

harmoniously with the surrounding wooded hills, and

women's golf (36 champions in the top 100 in 2011).

inspired by their slopes. The sinuous roof ridge forms

Private classes are widespread here and produce the

the ridge line of this artificial mountain, on top of a

best players. Each new Korean victory in international

timber frame made by a Swiss company using digital

championships sees new hopefuls heading to the

cutting technology. The glass facades enable natural

greens. It is hardly surprising in this context that

ventilation. On the roof, zinc flexibly accommodates

golf courses are sprouting up everywhere. Standard

even the slightest curve, drawing a bamboo leaf,

18-hole golf courses are no longer sufficient to

a metaphor used to describe the new golf club,

accommodate players. Hillmaru Country Club boasts

reflecting a design intended to be closely linked to

36 holes in all, spread between the public and private

nature and to environmental issues.

courses. It also features a club house and a building
housing 12,000 m² of shops, restaurants, a bar and
a changing room, which separates the courses from
the car park.
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The architects at the KACI studio had initially designed
a traditional club house along the lines of the American
model. But this was refused by the client who set them

Changnyoung – South Korea / Donghoon
Hillmaru Golf Club House / Architect(s):
Kyeong Sik Yoon - KACI International /
Contractor: Sunnie International Ltd /
Technique: VMZ Standing seam /
QUARTZ-ZINC® / 5,300 m2

the challenge of designing an exceptional building.
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INDIVIDUAL HOUSING

Full metal
In Cadolzburg, a sleek, modern house all in metal nest-

environmental profiles of zinc and wood: two natural ma-

ling among the traditional farms of this area in Bavaria

terials that retain a lively aspect that evolves over time.

might, at first glance, seem incongruous.

As a building material, zinc cladding is compatible

In fact it has more in common with rural architecture

with air-ventilated facade systems. Architecturally,

than it might appear. Its deliberately simple forms

with zinc, clear-cut forms are possible. It connects

echo the volumes of the neighbouring farmhouses and

roofs to walls and creates a sculptural, uniform ap-

blend easily into the local vernacular architecture.

pearance.

A nearby factory specialising in the production of mod-

Zinc also offers the significant advantage of ageing

ular buildings for the commercial sector applied its pre-

evenly on the west side, which is exposed to prevail-

fabrication techniques to build this private house.

ing weather.

Prior to being installed on the site, the house was as-

The house appears to be extremely light due to its

sembled in the factory and presented to its future oc-

metal structure and cladding. Built on a base made of

cupants without its definitive cladding. The buyers, a

concrete, which is stepped on the slope of the terrain,

young couple, initially wanted a cladding of pre-aged

it harmonises with the exposed concrete materials

wood, a material that is widely used in the region. In

outdoors.
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the end they opted for the grey colour of QUARTZ-ZINC®.
For the architect, the use of a zinc skin is the logical complement to the metal structure and makes it
possible for the manufacturing process to be visible.

Cadolzburg – Germany / Private house /
Architect(s): Dürschinger / Contractor: Neufeld /
Techniques: VMZ Scales, VMZ Interlocking panel
with splice-plate / QUARTZ-ZINC® / 490 m2

The architect also stresses the similarities between the
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Bright Church
square
The Church of the Resurrection of Christ was founded in the 1960s by
worker-priests. At that time, Sesto San Giovanni, a town north of Milan,
was one of the hubs of the post-war “Italian miracle”, an economic
boom driven by heavy industry. In 2008, the Cino Zucchi architecture firm
was chosen for the complete restructuration of this church resembling
an industrial hangar. The architect wanted to avoid the pitfalls of an
architecture that could be too expressive or too rhetorical. The building
is constructed on a compact base, juxtaposing three parallelepipeds
containing the nave, the priests' offices and the entrance porch, where
the volume was reduced to create a small square contiguous with the
street. This is a contemporary attempt to transpose a baroque layout
such as can be observed in the cathedral of Vigevano, a small town
in the neighbouring province of Pavia. Here, the porch ends at an
esplanade where parishioners gather in the open air.
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The facade is clad with four different materials, installed in a rectangular
layout with varying widths that create a simple arbitrary design: glass,
vertical strips of Trani stone, grey pietra serena and preweathered
zinc are alternated. The succession of materials introduces differences
in texture and reflections of light. QUARTZ-ZINC® was installed in
cassettes, which made it possible to create a continuous, very flat
surface combining transparent and opaque elements. QUARTZ-ZINC®
also features on the roof surfaces, where the standing seam technique
defines clear, legible surfaces. This renovation demonstrates the desire
to develop contemporary cultural architecture without the pitfalls of
structural exhibitionism or figurative symbolism.

Sesto San Giovanni, Milan – Italy / Church of the Resurrection
of Christ / Architect(s): Cino Zucchi Architects and Zucchi &
Partners / Contractor: Frigerio Appalti srl / Technique:
VMZ Standing seam / QUARTZ-ZINC®, ANTHRA-ZINC® / 1,177 m2
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

A tower
of strength
The Maricopa County police headquarters (locally known as the
sheriff's office) in the city of Phoenix, Arizona is the third largest in
size in the United States. Its 3,400 men cover a 24,000 km² territory,
carrying out various types of work to uphold public order: management
of county prisons and courts, police department, etc. Formerly housed
in a building in the city centre, in 2013 the sheriff's office was moved
to this brand new building designed by the Gabor Lorant architecture
firm, erected on a site that proved to be an ancient Indian burial site,
later converted to a cemetery by the pioneers who had set out to
conquer the West.
The design of the building had to give clear expression to its function.
In Phoenix, the offices are installed in an impressive five-storey steel
beam, which ends in two large overhangs. Like an inhabited work of
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art placed on top of an opaque car park, the structural feat serves as
a metaphor for the feeling of power the building was designed to
express. The form of the building intrigues citizens and reminds them
of the police presence.
The building houses the administrative departments, an emergency
call centre, a data centre and an IT centre. Like many tertiary
buildings in the United States, this office building project aimed to
obtain a Gold classification LEED label. Zinc played a decisive part in
obtaining this certification, which requires the use of 100 percent
recyclable materials. From a functional point of view, a double skin
of perforated composite zinc panels reduces energy consumption
by air conditioning, thanks to its use as a sun screen. The layout of
the perforations protects the offices from view without depriving the
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users of light. The impression of strength, however, does not make the
building look like a fortress.

Phoenix, Arizona – United States / Maricopa County 911
Emergency Ops & Administration Center / Architect(s): Gabor
Lorant Architects, Inc. / Contractor: Kovach Inc. / Technique:
VMZ Perforated Composite / QUARTZ-ZINC® / 2,800 m2

PHOTOS: GILBERTSON PHOTOGRAPHY
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TECHNIQUES

VMZINC,
in total transparency
Perforated zinc provides a successful transmutation from an opaque material, it becomes a veil,
a mesh, or a perforated pattern for building envelopes that play on variations in light and the
movement of shadows.

Perforated zinc completely changes the perception of
the material.
It can be done on request, according to project
requirements. The degree of transparency can be varied

3

by modulating the size and distribution of punching on
this lightweight skin that is often used as an effective

1 Charles Renouvier High school, Prades, France
Architect(s): Gotanegre et Vermeersch, Chamard
Fraudet
2 Henry Doorly Zoo Entry Addition, Omaha, USA
Architect(s): HDR Architecture
3 Bowling of Rouergue, Onet le Château, France
Architect(s): Éric Gadou
4 University of Melbourne of Architecture, Parkville,
Melbourne, Australia
Architect(s): John Wardle Architects

sun screen. It is not necessary to remove a lot of material
to obtain transparency (only 30% of perforations). In
another style, computer-operated perforations make
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it possible to transfer a digital image onto panels and
cassettes. The possibilities are endless.
To reduce the inevitable visual impact of the framework
behind the skin, the rigidity of the zinc panels is
reinforced by customised folding, making it possible to
cover larger surfaces (the height of a storey).
Combining

customized

folding

with

perforations

enriches the texture of the facade by creating multiple
shadows and providing the impression of depth sought
by architects.

1

2
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5
5 Parking of Saint Laud, Angers, France
Architect(s): Azéma Architects
6 Western pillar of the Eiffel Tower, Paris, France
Architect(s): Simon Galiano

6

If you want to explore in more detail the projects
presented in this issue, to get to know the architects
and their philosophy, or to discover the sites of the buildings,
an interactive webzine version is available at:

www.vmzincforarchitecture.com
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